


Ancient 
Al. n 1979, Ridley Scott helped to give the science-fiction lens I ge= n~ lifo with th' d~k thrille< A&n, •hot by Dmk 

Vanlint (AC Aug. 79). The director may very well have 
redefined the genre again with Prometheus, captured in 

3-D by Dariusz Wolski, ASC. 
Promethew begins at the end of our century, as scientists 

working at an archeological site uncover a map of distant stars 
that matches drawings found in primitive culrures across the 

Dariusz Wolski, ASC and 
Ridley Scott discuss their approach 
to 3-D digital capture on the sci-fi 

thriller Prometheus. 

globe. This remarkable coincidence inspires a manned mission 

to explore the planet to which all the maps point. UJXm arriv
ing on the planet in their spaceship Promethew, a team of 
astronauts discovers mysterious caverns filled with increas
ingly disturbing evidence of an advanced alien civilization. 
Things then go very bad, but we won't say more, as the film-
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makers were keen to avoid spoiling the surprises when they 
spoke to AC. 

Promethew was shot primarily on soundstages at 
Pinewood Srudios, including the 007 Stage, the largest in 
Europe. Some exteriors, notably scenes set near the spaceship's 
ground-level hangar, were filmed on Pinewood's backlot. The 
opening scene of an archeological site was shot on the Isle of 
Skye in Scotland, and there was a week of principal photogra-
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phy in Iceland, whose striking land
scapes stood in fo r the alien planet. 
Wolski is proud of the movie's very real 
landscapes. "Iceland is phenomenal," he 
says. "It had daylight for 20 hours a day 
when we were there, and the sun was 
always low and beautiful. If it was 
cloudy, it was also stunning. It's an 
amazing place to shoot - and I've shot 
four Pirates ef the GlriObran movies in 
the tropics, so I know the difference!" 

After using the Red One MX for 
3-D digital capture on the last Pirates 
movie, On StmngerTidrs (AC June '11), 
Wolski decided co shoot Prometheus 
with the Red Epic, which had just been 
released. He chose the E pic for its small 
size - "it's a lirtle bigger than a 
Hasselblad" - and SK capability. 
Although he shot Prometheus in SK at 
S: l compression (occasionally switching 
co 3:1 compression for scenes with very 
fine detail, like water or foliage), he 
notes that the original photography had 
to be convened to 2K in post to match 
the resolution of the visual-effects work. 
"On a movie with this many visual 
effects, going to 4K would have quadru
pled the visual-effects budget," notes 
Wolski. "But, at the same time, we 
already have 4K projectors, so things are 
moving along. When we can capture in 
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feature, as well as his first foray into 
digital capture, and the director says he 
loves the "clarity" of the latter. "I really 
love the picture quality of the Red. But 
when you have that kind of clarity, it's 
very easy fur your lighting to become 
harsh, so you definitely have to pay 
attention to that.~ 

Scott sums up the capabilities of 
the Red Epic with a series of questions 
and answers: "Do you have to fill? Yeah. 
Can you shoot with no light at all? Yes. 
Docs it hold up? Absolutely, bm you 
don't want the whole film to look like 
that. So we moved around in very 
different lighting levels and situations. I 
think Promttheu.s is a pretty good show
case for Red. Dariusz made it look 
absolutely beautiful in both 2-D and 
3-D." 

"The biggest challenge of this 
film was to make it as dark as possible, 
and at the same time be able to see the 
characters' faces,~ adds Wolski. "The 
question was how fur we could push it. 
Both Ridley and I love the moody stuff, 
but you don't want to go too far.~ 

As fur 3-D, Scott says it "seemed 
a good match" for Promethew. What's 
more, he continues, "If you're used to 



shooting, there is no goddamn differ
ence bet>Neen 2-D and 3-D - you've 
either got an eye, or you haven't. And if 
you're a director who hasn't got an eye, 
you Cl better make sure your cameraman 
does!" 

Asked if he believes the editing 
rhythm should be slower in 3-D than in 
2-D, Scott responds, "No, that's 
rubbish. That's only when you don't 
know what you're doing. We all knew 
what we were doing, so it was pretty 
straightforward." 

Though Alim is a memorable 
example of anamorphic cinematogra
phy, Scott decided to capture 
Prometheui' widcscrccn images with 
spherical lenses. "I do like anamorphic, 
but spherical is a much benerenabler 
l like the sharpness," says the dircctor. "I 
have a great preference for spherical 
now, unless I'm really going to go for 
that shallow-focus look" 

Working with 3ality Tcchnica 
Atom 3-D rigs, which were designed 
for the Epic, Wolski shot most of 
Promethew with Angcnieux Optimo 
zooms. He explains, "In 3-D, lens 
changes are complex, and re-aligning 
the cameras is time-consuming. Ridley 
likes to move fast, and he likes to use 
multiple cameras, so I decided on four 
main rigs: two with 15-40mm 
Optimos, and r.vo with 28- 76mm 
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Optimos. We also used a Steadicam rig 
with Zeiss Ultra Primes, which shaved 
the weight as much as possible. 

"Those Angenieux zooms are 
phenomenal,"he adds. "I think the short 
Opcimo zoom is the most revolutionary 
lens in the industry right now. You can 
shoot a whole movie with two zoom 
lenses!" (The camera package was 
provided by Panavision London.) 

Scott notes that he has enjoyed 
using multiple cameras simultaneously 
since Gladiator (AC May '00). "If I'm 
doing some dialogue, I'll shoot A and B, 
probably in op!X'sition to each other -
we'll get in there somehow," he says. "So 
if something drifts, or something good 
happens by accident, you've got it both 
ways." The multiple-camera technique, 
he continues, is "not a problem if you 
know what you're doing. Whenever I 
can, I will try to keep the actors' fresh
ness alive. That's of total importance. 
And because I'm not cutting and setting 
up again, I'm saving an enormous 
amount of rime. This is why we shot 
Prometheus in 82 days." 

Wolski details the multi-camera 
mise-en-sctne. "We were using three or 
four cameras at any given time. First you 
do rwo wide shots, and then you shoot 
tighter. Then you go to close-ups with 
two longer lenses; they're easier to hide, 
and you can still find a place for the 



third camera. With Ridley it's like a 
puzzle: you look at the scene, put 
cameras all over the place, and then see 
which ones work. You move one a little 
to the right, another a little to the left, 
dolly one out. You roll the scene, and 
when one camera doesn't work 
anymore, another dollies in and picks 
up the scene, and you ger this incredible 
fluidity. You can do a three-page scene 
with three camera setups, and then you 
do another version and you're done. It's 
extremely efficient." 

Wolski notes that sometimes 
multiple viewpoints just won't work 
ubecause the lighting would be too flat, 
and Ridley's the first one to understand 
that. But with a clever design, you can 
get away with a lot, and Ridley loves a 
challenge. It's almost as if we're looking 
at each other and saying, 'How far can 
we push it?" Of course, it becomes crazy 
ar some poinr, and then we back off and 
agree to do the close-ups separately. But 
I believe you get more interesting 
images because of the challenge -
because you have to hide the camera, 
because you have to drop the camera 
lower or higher, because your overs are 
not perfectly matched and because your 
eyelincs aren't, either. I think of 
Prometheus as an extremely stylized and 
controlled documentary." 

Wolski's elegant lighting 
approach for the spaceship in 
Prometheus was to integrate most of the 
sources into the set in close collabora
tion with production designer Arthur 
Max. Many sources ei ther appear as 
practicals or were strips hidden in nooks 
in the walls or troughs in the floors and 
ceilings. In fact, the set was lit almost 
entirely with LEDs, along with some 
fluorescents. uThis film lent irsclf to 
using modem lighting," says Wolski, 
"and we designed the spaceship with a 
lot of LEDs controlled by very complex 
dimmer boards." When he did add an 
eyelight or fill light on a stand, he would 
use Uthe same lighrs I had on the set. 
Tungsten light was the biggest no-no; 
everything is blue-green, wann green or 
just blue." 

Asked about his color scheme, 

V1ekers(CharbzeTheron)takesrefugeinanescapepod 

Scott replies, uFunnily enough, I went 
for a lot of white. Then it became, 'How 
whiteiswhite?"' 

Wolski notes, uy would define 
Ridley's white as a little on the cool 
side." 

The LEDs and fluorescents had 
variations in color. Wolski states that 
both daylight sources had green spikes, 
but rather than cry to correcr the color 
temperature, he chose to, within limits, 
use the greenish and bluish tinrs as real
istic industrial lighting. "We decided to 
play the lighrs for what they were. Some 
of the cool white LEDs are greener, 
while some are bluer. We just let them 
play as the sources on the ship." Indeed, 
the ship's interior is distinguished by a 
rich variety of blues, greens and yellows 
that were heightened by Wolski's choice 
of a consistent 4,0001( setting on the 
Epic, which also yielded slightly cool 
exteriors. 

Panalux in London provided the 
production's lighting package, and 
gaffer Perry Evans credits Steve 
H oward for his technical assistance. 
Panalux provided hundreds of daylight 
LED unirs, including 2' square panels, 
as well as smaller custom sizes, along 
with LED controllers. There were also 
hundreds of RGB LED sources that 
could be programmed fo r different 
colors, including daytime, night and red 
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(for uemergency" scenes). The filmmak
ers also used 200 "off the shelf" indus
trial fluorescents, which were outfitted 
with dimming electronics. 

The art department left slors 
open in the set for square LED panel 
lighrs, and also created troughs in the 
floors and walls for LEDs and fluores
cents. Evans recalls that the team also 
put light fixtures behind grating, creat
ing ad-hoe venrs. He notes that a stan
dard LED panel was roughly equivalent 
to a 500-watt tungsten light, with 
considerably less power consumption. 

Rigging all the LEDs and fluo
rescents into the set was a major chal
lenge for the electricians, because they 
had to wait for the set builders to finish 
before installing the fixrures. "We were 
always a day behind them, and that was 
tough," says Evans. A complex web of 
cables was then wired to a Panalux 
Vizilink dimming-board system. Some 
soundstagcs had literally thousands of 
channels. "Every light was dinunable," 
says Evans, adding that the dimming 
board could be remotely controlled with 
an iPad on the set. 

Scott asked that the spaceship's 
lighting be dynamic so it could react to 
the actors. Evans rccalls, "Once Ridley 
saw that we could play with the lighrs, 
he pushed it to the limit. He'd say, 
'When he walks in the room, bring 
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those lights up, and when he touches 
this desk, switch those things on.' I 
don't recall doing a single shot on the 
spaceship without a light change. I must 
admit, Ridley pm us through our paces. 
There was never a dull moment!" 

Evans adds with some pride that 
his uncle, Ray Evans, was the gaffer on 
Alien. "When I got i:his job, I couldn't 
wait to tell him, and he couldn't wait to 

see the set. Ridley invited him down, 
and when he saw the spaceships, he was 
gobsmacked how we were doing it all 
with LEDs!" 

"Alien was incredibly avant-garde 
for its time," notes Wolski. "Ridley 
insisted on having practicals in the 
frame, and at that time, everything was 
much more cumbersome, so he had to 
use projections. The soft lights on the 
set were maybe 2Ks with gels. On this 
film, we expanded on that approach 
using better technology." 

Wolski used a mix of colored 
sources in the large hangar on the 
ground floor of rhe Prometheus, which 
had a giant door that opened on a tall 
greenscreen in the backlot of Pinewood 
The interior of the hangar featured a 
mix of daylight fluore;cents and rung
sten Par cans built into the set, vehicles 
with powerful LED headlights, 
daylight srreaming in, and a cluster of 
six HMI 4K Pars suspended from a 
crane that simulated work lights on the 
bottom of the ship. 

Wolski laughs and notes that 
there was "a traffic jam" above the 
hangar, with different cranes lifting the 
hangar door, suspending the Hi\ill s, 
and flying two 40'x40' silks to keep 
sunlight off the actors and the green
screen. "It was the usual problem with 
shooting grcenscreen, which is that you 
spend more time lighting a screen that 
won't exist than lighting the people who 
dot he observes. 

In one scene, a dangerous ice 
storm sweeps in on the hangar. Wolski 
shot this as a day exterior, with a single 
patch of sunlight on lead actress Noomi 
Rapace (at Scott's suggestion), before 
switching to night-for-day when the 
storm arrives, leaving only two 
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suspended boxes of HMI Pars and the 
mixed-temperarure work lights on the 
Prometheus to illuminate the swirl of 
particles generated by wind machines. 

fu rhcy go through the caves on 
the planet, the astronauts come upon a 
vast cavern with a giant, sculpted head, 
which marks the beginning of their 
troubles. Wolski lit the area with a 40' 
duster of space lights diffused through 
Grid Cloth and CTB gel that was 
suspended high above the set. The 
edges of this rectangular source were 
taped off to create a hexagon that would 
provide a smaller reflection on the astro
nams' hchncts. The crew also positioned 
HMI helium balloons to provide some 
sidelight on the actors. The other prin
cipal sources in the scene were warm 
LED practicals at the base of the neck 
of the astronauts' spacesuits, and power
ful LED flashlights whose beams were 
defined by a bit of smoke on set. Wolski 
would occasionally add some fluores
cents or LEDs on a stand to help illu
minate the actors' faces during dialogue 
sequences. 

Stereographer James Goldman, 
who also worked with Wolski on the 
3-D Pirates, explains that Prometheus 
was shot parallel, meaning that the 
convergence of the left and right images 
was accomplished in post. He adds that 
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instrumenrnl in helping to tweak the 
optics, and modifying them to facilitate 
tracking adjustments. Goldman moni
tored the stereo image with a 3ality 
Tcchnica Stereo Image Proceswr, and 
Brainstorm's Qt.00: was used to create a 

converged 3-D image for the filmmak
crs to view on set. 

Goldman supervised the changes 
in JO (interocuJar distance) in coordina
tion with Scott and Wolski. H e notes 
that Scott fuvored a big 10 with more 

depth, but that he saved extreme 3-D 
effects, like jutting foregrounds, "for the 
big moments when he wanted people to 
jump om of their chairs.~ In general, he 
continues, Soon "adjusted his style to 
3-D and tended to put less in the fore
ground than he usually docs." 

On the set, images were moni-
shooting parallel facilitates visual-effects zooms were quickly aligned after focal- tored by digital- imaging technician 
work because those artists don't have to length changes. "We could snap in from Ryan Nguyen at a station next to 
compensate for keystoning of toed-in, 24mm to 60mm, and the rig rechs did a Wolski, who set the color "in camera." 
converging cameras. little adjustment." He says Dan Sasaki The files were then prepared for editor-

Goldman notes that the Optima and Jim Budd at Panavision were ial at an off-set station run by camera-



dam supervisor Jcrocn Hendriks. "We 
did everything in-house," Wolski 
explains. "Downloads from camera 
went to Jeroen's station, and then the 
image wcm straight to editorial and 
stayed there all the way to the final color 
correction, which was acrually mini
mal" (The filmmakcrs carried our the 
final grade at Company 3 with Stephen 
Nakamura.) 

Wolski chose a 24" Sony monitor 
as !:he absolute image reference on !:he 
set. Hendriks explains !:hat each takc's 
settings were saved in a Red MetaDara 
file that accompanied the footage 
through the workflow. "Ridley loved 
what we saw on the monitor," notes 
Wolski. "He said, 'This is it. Don't mess 
wii:h it."' 

Hendriks explains that visual
effects supelVisor Richard Srammers 
defined a window of 4,800x2,CXXJ pixels 
in !:he SK image to create the 2.39:1 
widescreen frame, leaving 100 pixels on 
eii:her side to allow for convergence 

adjustments and some vertical room for 
reframing. After Hendriks and his crew 
cloned the SK originals, they used 
RedCine-X software to verify the 
RMD file, and eh.en defined a conver
gence setting for each take (as provided 
by Goldman). This metadata was then 
sent via Skype to the off-set station, 
where color-corrected and converged 
3-D dailies were created for the editors. 
The final 3-D convergence was accom
plished toward che end of post during a 
convergence run, in tandem with the 
final grade. 

Wolski concludes by recalling 
chat Alien was a key influence on him 
early in his career. "1 feel very lucky to 
have had a chance to work with Ridley;" 
he says. "I was very influenced by his 
films when I started out, and I know I 
was subconsciously repeating certain 
shots that had impressed me." While 
shooting Promethew, he eh.ought a lot 
about Alien, as well as Stanley Ku brick's 
2001:A Space Odyssey(AC)une '68). "It's 

hard not to be influenced by chose films 
- chey're che reason so many of us 
became ftlmmakers, and they stay wich 
you." 

Looking back, Soon offers his 
final thoughts about Promethew: 
"Working with Dariusz was absolutely 
marvclous. It was fun to revisit science 
fiction, an old genre, and he and his 
crew made the whole thing a great ride!" 

• 
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2.40:1 

3-D Digital CapbJre 

Red Epic 
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